The Risque Target

The Risque Target
Theres one name that has Agent Nala
Dekker reaching for the gun holstered to
her legTantum Maddox, the one name her
partner said before he died in her arms.
After three years of searching for the
faceless Tantum Maddox, his name has
finally surfaced. Nala jumps on the first
plane to Boston in chase of her
long-awaited revenge. But instead of taking
Tantum in for his crime or shooting himin
self-defense, of courseNala nearly ends up
in bed with the killer. So, it probably
wouldve been a good idea to find out what
her Target looked like before she went after
him.Agent Tantum Maddox has completed
his assignment in Mexico... and now its
time for his revenge. When Tantum finds a
mysterious woman in his arms, and after he
discovers exactly who she ishis Targethe
must decide what to do with the gun
concealed beneath her dress. Should he use
it on her and kill her? Or spare her life and
take her captive until he finds the answers
hes been looking for?Somehow Nalas
innocence comes into question by the
dangerously sexy Tantum Maddox and he
accuses her of being a cold blooded killer.
But why is Nala the one on trial, for
Tantums the one who killed her partnerisnt
he? In this torrid twist of betrayal and
seduction, will Tantum and Nala resist
killing each other? Or worse, when the
truth unfolds, will love become the only
threat to their vindictive hearts?To My
Readers:I enjoyed writing Tantums
characterwho doesnt like or want a bad
boy? Hes strong, clever, but like every
mysterious man Tantum has a dark past
and is wary of letting his heart come out
from the shadows. Nala Dekker is witty,
smart and like many modern woman- shes
a control freak. Their characters emerge
through The Risque Target. Nala pulls
Tantum from his darkness, while Tantum
relinquishes Nalas control, taking it in a
way that Nala is unable to deny.
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The Risque Target

The Risque Target, book quote, Erotic Romance, book - Pinterest In describing the targets significance Martin quotes
the groups commander of a carpet of bomb bursts and a close-up of the risque nose-art adorning a B-29. Selling Air
Power: Military Aviation and American Popular Culture - Google Books Result Im 57 and 136 lbs now but 2 months
postpartum so I got a small knowing it would be a little risque for a month or two while I drop the last 8lbs or so. It fits
now a ZEKE (Breaking the Declan Brothers) - Google Books Result The Risque Target. Chapter One Chapter Two
Chapter Three Chapter Four Chapter Five Chapter Six Chapter Seven Chapter Eight Chapter Nine Chapter The Risque
Target by Kelly Gendron (2 star ratings) - Goodreads FULL PDF BOOK:The Risque Target by Kelly Gendron. Thats
what I was trying to do. The Risque Target (ebook), Kelly Gendron Womens High Leg Scoop One Piece Xhilaration : Target Theres one name that has Agent Nala Dekker reaching for the gun holstered to her legTantum
Maddox, the one name her partner said before he died in her The Risque Target - Kelly Gendron - 2 min - Uploaded by
Discovery Channel FranceUn des producteurs de la serie Lone Target a failli froler la mort. Pour en savoir plus : www
Dress Codes Target Risque Styles - Education Week Buy the The Risque Target (ebook) online from Takealot. Many
ways to pay. Non-Returnable. We offer fast, reliable delivery to your door. Booktopia eBooks - The Risque Target by
Kelly Gendron. Download Buy the eBook The Risque Target by Kelly Gendron online from Australias leading online
eBook store. Download eBooks from Booktopia today.
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